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Congressional candidates compete for Cal Poly
Lauren Zahner

as it is safe to do so, while
MUMAN(. DAilY
Tognazzini wants to avoid a “cut
and run” situation.
(hingressional candidates Lois
The candidates are running for
C^ipps and Victor Tognazzini
the House of Representatives’ 23rd
debated in a t'orinn Wednesday
District which runs along the
afternoon in (llnimash Auditorium
(Tmtral Coast from Monterey
as part of a lineup of events in the democracy ... when wc make mis C^nnity to Port Hueneme south of
Cd’ Next campaign.
takes, winch I clearly think this C')xnard. The shape of the district,
Higher education, immigration was, that we can restore them. We 200 miles long and never more
reform, healthcare and the war in can do something about it," she than five miles wide according to
Iraq were some of the emphasized said.
the Wall Street Journal, is some
issues.
Tognazzini, a Kepuhlican, said what controversial.
Cdipps, a Democrat, serves on he disagrees with Cdipps in that the
“ It was gerrymandered to pro
the House liudget tlom m ittee and U.S. cannot afford to give the same tect the inemnhent. Some might
said the 2007 Federal Hudget cuts rights of education to those who contend that it’s only contiguous
at low tide," Tognazzini said.
of approximately SI 2 million from are in the country illegally.
He also asserts that he would he
Another area of ditference lies
federal student aid would be
a
better
leader than C^ipps, as eviwith the war in Iraq, (dipps said
resttired if she is re-elected.
“T hat’s the best thing about that the U.S. should leave as soon
sec C>ongress, page 13
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Lois Capps

Victor Tognazzini

Farmers’ Market
adds new food
vendors, seating

Bringing
home the
biodiesel

Josh Krane
MUSI ANI. DAIIY

Farmers’ Market has recently opened up space for
businesses located outside of downtown San Luis
Obispo to display their merchandise during the
Thursday night festivities.
Seating for one hundred people has also been
added along Broad Street. Both changes were imple
mented in July.
The change to add outside businesses was imple
mented to diversify Farmers’ Market, said Diana
CTitta, event coordinator for the San Luis Obispo
Downtown Association, which oversees all city special
events.
Businesses that are permanent memhers, meaning
that they are headquartered within a designated
downtown perimeter, still have top priority for space,
(\itta said.
The Downtown Association has also been careful
see Market, page 2

coc'Ri K.sYmoro
Biodiesel Club member Ian Ferguson fìlls up a O ops Unit tractor with B15i a mixture of diesel fuel containing 15 percent
biodiesel. Eventually, the club would like to see all campus vehicles running on a biodiesel mixture.
1.5 percent biodiesel.
“It’s new, and new things are always
MUSIANO UAIIY
hard to bring to a system that already
('al Poly’s Hiodiesel Cduh has made a works," said ian Woertz, founder of the
progressive step toward making C'al Poly a Biodiesel (duh and environmental engi
green campus with a proposed goal of neering graduate. “Our initial goal was
running all the school’s diesel equipment getting biodiesel in every vehicle on cam
on cleaner hurning fuel. In a successful pus right away, hut we came to the real
three-montli test last summer, one of the ization that it’s not going to work that
agriculture department’s tractors ran on way, so the tractor was more of a stepping
HI.5, a mixture of diesel fuel containing stone to prove to people that it doesn’t
Amy DierdorfF

take a lot of effort to start running on
biodiesel.”
Woertz hopes Cdil Poly will start run
ning campus vehicles on H20, 20 percent
biodiesel and HO percent diesel fuel, which
he says is the standard for most fleets and
the easiest way to make the transition
from traditional fuels.
liiodiesel is a renewable diesel fuel
made from plant oil and animal fats. Most
see Biodiesel, page 2

NICK COMACHO Mi'SlANi; n\iiv
Le Ciel Crepe Cafe is just one of the new vendors
available at Farmers' Market, along with The C^kery.
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leave with a basic understanding of biodiesel.
" I’here s a lot of confusion about what biodiesel is. A
lot
of people think,‘Oh, that's running your car on grease
continued from page I
biodiesel is produced from soybean oil, but it can also and It smells like french fries, right?"’ Woertz said. “It’s
come from vegetable oil waste, like the grease restaurants not that. It’s actually taking the vegetable oil and refining
It into a chemical that’s similar to diesel fuel, so it burns
throw away.
('al Loly’s C'ampus Dining currently pays to have veg cleaner and is approved by the EI*A.”
The biodiesel seminar will also include a special pre
etable oil waste removed from campus.
sentation
by C^arlo Luri, chemical engineer and general
“We want to start making biodiesel on campus to even
tually try to close the loop. We found out that campus din manager of Bently Biofuels. According to their Web site,
ing goes through 120 gallons of vegetable oil per week, so the company plants canola seeds and harvests them to use
that could potentially be a third of diesel consumption on in the production of biodiesel.
The founder of Bently
campus,” Woertz said.
Biofuels, Donald E. Bently,
Using biodiesel to fuel
owns a host of other com
machines, like automobiles,
panies and also happens to
is often confused with run
“There’s
a
lot
o
f
confu
be
the top contributor to
ning a c,ir on straight veg
Cal Poly’s C'ollege of
etable oil, requiring a sepa
sion about what biodiesel
Engineering.
rate fuel and heating sys
is.
A
lot
o
f
people
think,
‘Biodiesel Club leaders
tem. Biodiesel is actually
hope the seminar is the first
made through a chemical
‘Oh,
that’s
running
your
step in getting more stu
process called transesterifi
dents
learning
about
car on grease and it
cation where glycerin is
biodiesel and how C'al Poly
separated from the fat or
smells
like
french
fries,
can use it to help the cam
vegetable oil. creating
pus.
methyl esters, which can be
right?’ It’s not that.”
“Everyone is really sup
used in any diesel engine
— Ian W oertz
portive on campus, all the
with little or no modifica
H iin iifscI V liib to iiiu lfr
faculty reallv want it to
tion.
happen. It’s just a matter of
BlOO, or loo percent
bioiiiesel, can reduce emissions that contribute to air pol- getting enough students together and getting enough
lution up to 7.S percent. Biodiesel is less to.xic than table money together, which is all happening right now. We are
salt, biodegrades as fast .is sugar and can even clean oil an IKA (Instructionally Kelated Activities) tunded prodiesel build-up from fuel tanks, according to a Biodiesel ject. thanks to all of the students who voted for the IRA
increase last year,” Woertz said.
t'lub press release.
1 he C^il I'olv Biodiesel (dub is also in the process of
"Biodiesel will be an essential part of the renewable
energy future.” said Jess rurnbull, president ot the building a mobile biodiesel processor to demonstrate and
improve biodiesel production on campus and to show stu
Biodiesel tdub ,imi .iv-rospace engineering sophomore.
I he Biodiesel ( lub hopes to inform students and fac- dents and facultx that it is possible to take small steps
ult\ about he uses, production, benefits and drawbacks of toward a greener campus.
biodiesel 111 .1 seminar called. “Biodiesel Kll " to be held
Ehe Biodiesel (dub holds regular meetings everv other
on todav from 11 i.in. to noon in the engineering build- Wednesday from (> to 7 p in. in the (aitchett Education
iiig. room 1IS. Woertz hopes attendees of the seminar buiKling. n>om 212. I he next meeting is set for Nov. S.

Biodiesel
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Market
continued from page I

not to add businesses that may
intrude on current members,
she said. Rather, they look to
add unique businesses that
Farmers’ Market doesn’t have
already.
“ If you continue to diversify,
it will encourage people to
come down. That will help
everyone,” (?otta said.
The Cakery, located off
Foothill Drive, lias been one of
the recent additions. Owner
Yarrow Morse said people who
didn’t know her business exist
ed have come up to her each
week since she has been dispLiying at Farmers’ Market.
“We love being downtown. 1
don’t think we’re stepping on
anyone’s toes, we’re just adding
to what’s there,” Marrow said.
C?otta said the additional
seating has been received well
by the community. Last
Thursd,iy. the area of Broad

Street was at full capacity.
“ I’ve been here when we
couldn’t find a seat except on
the sidewalk. I’m delighted
with being able to sit at a table.
It’s a great improvement,” said
Margaret Koresko, a Faso
Robles resident who visits
Farmers’ Market a few times a
year.
Electrical engineering senior
Chris Chen said there could be
even more seating, but added,
“ It’s a lot nicer.”
In addition. Farmers’ Market
will introduce a mam stage
Nov. 16 on Nipomo and
Higuera streets. Cotta said the
stage will be elevated and fitted
with lights in hopes of attracting people to the less tratVicked
area of Farmers’ Market. Local
reggae group Résiliation will
be the first act to perform on
the stage.
The Farmers’ Market hap
pens every Thursday night on
Higuera Street between Osos
and Nipomo streets.

S IC K ?
As a last resort, use the
Mustang Daily as a tissue.
h e a lt h b e w ith y o u
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Puzzles by Pappocom
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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For Council
Fighting for
Affordable Housing
■ Member, SLO Planning Commission.
’ Member, Workforce Housing Coalition,
• Member, Housing Update Task Force
• Member, Chamber of Commerce
Economic Development Committee.

Endorsed bv
> SLO Police Officers Association
- SLO Firefighters Association
- The Tribune - 2002, 2004, 2006.

Vote Carter for Council
Paid Political AdvertLsement, Carter for Council
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Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sucioku.com
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Coffee Shop & Deli
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Sftecialty food and drink menu prepared al your convenience
Ctdl ahead service
Special final exam hours for Cal Poly & Cuesta students
Free wireless intemet
Friemfly and experienced baristas
Catering and delivery service
3230 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA
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Question o f the day:
W lio

“Angiledes because
Schwarzenegger’s not
doing that good o f a job
and I think he could do
better.”

■Brian Katz
business
sophomore

a t* (‘ y o u

“I’m going to vc^tc for
Arnold. I think he’s done
an overall good job for
the economy and I agree
with most of his
policies.”
-Dustin Yoder
busitiess admiuistratiou
junior

v o l i l i ^ ' f o r I b i* ^ o v ( ‘ m o i * ?

“Schwarzenegger
because he’s cool and he
supports education.”

-Jack Knoehber
art and desiypi
junior

“I’m nc3t voting for
“I’ni voting for Peter
Schwarzenegger, that’s for Camejo, the Cireen Party
sure. I don’t agree with
candidate because Pin
the way he’s spending
categorically voting
money.”
against the Republican
Partv.”
-Jessica Wilson
agribusiness
freshman

Gene Hannon
enteniolo^y
lecturer

9 shot at San Francisco Halloween street party
spots
to
patrol,
said
p o l i c e
SAN FRANGISsp o ke sm a n
C'C) — (iimtire broke
N e v i l l e
out between two
Gittens said.“ I
groups at a massive
can’t explain
Halloween
street
how this happarty in the city’s
p e n e d .
Cbistro
district,
Unfortunately
wounding tiine peo
it did happen,
ple. including inno
and we are
cent bystanders, police
investigating
s a u l Wednesday.
to find out
The
shooting
who is the
I’lgan .iround |U;4U
cause of the
p.ni.
luesilav
as
shooting.’’
.luthonties were dis
I
e
d
persing tlunisands ot
Morales, 4.^,
revelers under a ursaid he was
tew aiineil at i nntrolworking as a
ling the tr.iditiitnally
Vo 1 u n t e e r
raucous party.
security guard
Iwo pet .pie w ere
MICHAF.I. MACOR san hR.SNt ist o t hronk 11 for the event
det-iinetl tor question After reports of a multiple shooting on the 2200 block of Market St. when
he
f
iiu:. but no one h.ul in San Francisco Tuesday Oct. 31, 2006, police secure the area.
“heard some
been arrested earlv
one
empty
Oti'ici.ils and members of the dis
WediK'silay. police ( d p t. .M ( '.isciato
trict’s large gay community said the their gun” in the crowd.
said, l i e saul twa; groups ot people
“When the shooting happened,
party had started attracting gay
ii.ul gotten in to .111 altercation w hen
people
just dove to the ground like
bashers along w ith the usual colorthe slu>t)ting began.
a wall of water,” said Morales, who
lully costumed characters.
One victim was listed in critical
(til Tuesd.iy night, city otiicials did not see what led up to the
coiulition at San I lancisco ('teneral
ramped up the police presence, shooting. A woman standing near
Hospital.
reduced the number of entertain him was grazed in the neck by a
rile tmee-spontaneous and
ment stages from three to one and bullet, he said.
unsanctioned party was taken over
Sophia Vlahiotis, who owns
cut olf the festivities at 11 p.m.
bv the city four years ago after
“ We had the slierift’s department ('apri Ristorante I’izza just yards
police recorded five stabbings and a
screening people for weapons and from the scene, was outside selling
number of assaults m ,i 2U02 crowd
alcohol. Obviously you have a pizzas when a crowd of people
of .Sou.(100 people aiul confiscated a
major event — a lot of different fleeing the bullets began running in
chain saw.
Louise Chu
ASMMI.MH) rRISS

her direction.
“They pushed the table over, the
oven fell and then I realized it was
gunshots,” she said. “They w'ere
trying to get into the restaurant,
there were so many people.”
Vlahiotis, who did not see w hat
led up to the shooting, said this
year nuy be her last participating in
the Halloween party.
“ I'm still shaking,” she s.ud. “ I
don't know if I want to do this
again. It’s not worth my life.”
In another May Area sluioting.
twi) people were injured when up
to 3<l shots were fired during .i
Halloween party in (tiockett l.ite
ruesd.iy. (\m tra Caista Sheriffs Sgt.
Dan Gomez said. Moth \ ictnns were
struck in the upper body, but their
injuries were not life-threatening.

he said.
In downtown Santa O u z , one
man and a 14-year-old boy were
stabbed during a celebration that
attracted about l.S,0()U revelers,
police said. Moth victims were
flown to trauma centers for their
injuries, according to Santa O u z
police spokesman Zach Friend. The
stabbings appeared to involve gangs.
.A gunman also opened fire early
Wcslnesday in a crowded Southern
('.ilifornia bar where patrons were
celebrating Halloween, wounding
two people, police said. The appar
ent target was hit several times in
the chest and legs, and a woman
was shot m the buttocks. West
( o\ ilia Police I t. I’ete Men.i said.
1he injuries did not appear to be
life-threatening.
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Fly Cheaper
Sample Fares from Santa Barbara to:

Sample Fares from Los A n g e le s to:
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State

Explosion at PayPal building
shatters w indow , no one hurt
Jordan Robertson
ASMHI.MU) I'KISS

SAN JOSE — Authorities scoured
a building at eBay’s Bayl’al division
Wednesday for clues about a
Halloween night explosion that shat
tered a window and forced the evac
uation of dozens of employees.
BayPal spokeswoman Amanda
hires said the company had not
received any threats hut declined to
comment further on the investigation
of the blast Tuesdav that hit the first
floor of the cisnipany's network oper
ations center.
"We believe this is an isolated inci
dent." she said.“We're working closeIv with local authorities. \Xc have
everything under control.”
Business was not disrupted, but the
complex was closed Wednesday and
cordoned off by police tape. About
l.hdu eBay and Bayl’al employees
who work in buildings on the cam
pus where the explosion occurred
were asked to work from home or at
another eB.iy campus in San Jose,
hires said.
The blast occurred near an out
door corridor popular for employee
breaks and was not \isible from the
street. A f>-by-7-foot window was
shattered, but there was no other
damage.
1)ozens of employees were e\ acuated follow nig the explosion, but no

PAUL SAKUMA Assoi lAi li) I'RKSS

Authorities scoured a building at eBay’s PayPal division Wednesday, Nov. 1,
2006 for clues about a Halloween night explosion that shattered a window.
injuries were reported, said Sgt. Nick
Muyo.
No explosiw device was tbund,
but investigators determined the blast
was deliberately set. he said. There
were no suspects.
“It’s definitely not an accident," he
said. “Everything else there is
accounted for. This was not any kind
of accident or malfunction
Investigators from the San Jose

police and tire departments, the EBl
and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Eirearms and Explosives were investi
gating the blast.The investigation was
being taken over by San Jose police.
h.iyhal, which pmvides a platform
for online payments, is a lucrative
division of eB.iy, generating some
S3.S0 million in revenue for the
online auction company in the latest
quarter.

State briefs
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A man whose surfboard was stolen while
he saved a homeless man who had jumped off a pier has received sev
eral offers of donated replacement boards.
I )ustin Lackey and two of his friends were credited with saving
Itonald Williams, .39, on Sunday after he dove headfirst off the Crystal
Pier in the Pacific Beach area of San Diego.
While Lackey was in the water, someone stole his $700 longboard,
which he had bought using money recently given to him for his 21st
birthday.
Surfing legend Peter Mel, who designed Lackey’s stolen board,
offered to give him a new one.
• • •
CAMP PENDLETON (AP) — A Marine was fatally shot dur
ing a combat training exercise, the U.S. Marine Clorps said.
C'pl. Seth M. Algrim, 22, died late Monday from gunshot wounds
sustained during urban combat training, according to a ('amp
Pendleton statement late Tuesday. The incident remained under inves
tigation, hut foul play was not suspected. No other information was
released.
Algrim, of Finney, Kan., joined the Marine C'orps in August 2003
and was assigned to 1st Reconnaissance Battalion, 1st Marine
Division. He was a combat veteran who wini several .iwards includ
ing the Afghanistan, ('ampaign Medal, the Iraq Campaign Medal and
the Clombat Action Medal.
“Our heartfelt sympathies and thoughts are with the family and
friends of C'pl. Algrim during this time of grief," said Lt. C^ol. Beau
Higgins, commanding officer of 1st Reconnaissance Battalion.
• • •
DESERT HOT SPRINGS (AP) — M.iyor Alex Bias apologized
for a remark he made to a councilwonian following a recent city
meeting.
(xnincilwoman Yvonne Parks on Tuesd.rv’ accepted the m.iyor’s
apology, made in a letter as well as verbally during a Halloween party.
“He just said that what he said was mean and unlike him to say
anything like that,’’ Parks said about the verbal apologs'.’Tii the end, I
accepted his apology. I know that he regrets what he said. Anybody in
their right mind would regret that.”
The citx’ meeting Oct. 24 was adjourned abruptly when Bias and
Planning C'ommission chairman A1 Schmidt became embroiled in an
argument. Moments later, the m.ivor told I'arks to “go play with your
self.’’
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N ational briefs
W ASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. John Kerry apologized for “a
botched joke” about President Ikish’s Iraq policies that led Bush and
fellow Republicans to accuse him of insulting U.S. troops. Some
1)emocrats in close races assailed Kerry, while others called the flap a
ploy by the GOP to improve its chances in ne.xt weeks midterm elec
tions. "O f course I’m sorry about a botched joke. You think 1 love
botched jokes?” Kerry said during an appearance Wednesday on Don
Imus’ nationally syndicated radio program. “1 mean, you know, it’s
pretty stupid.”
• • •

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Casino giant MGM Mirage Inc.
announced Wednesday it will sell its three casinos in the southern
Nevada town of Primm to Herbst Gaming Inc. for $400 million.
The deal would turn over to Herbst the Whiskey Pete’s, Primm
Valley and Buffalo Bill’s hotel-casinos off Interstate 15, about 40 miles
south of Las Vegas on the Nevada-California state line.
Three gasoline station-convenience stores and a mini-market were
included in the sale of what MGM Mirage refers to as its Primm
Valley Resorts. The nearby 36-hole Primm Valley Golf Club, on 573
acres in ('alifornia, was not included in the transaction.
• • •

DALLAS (AP) — Blockbuster Inc. began a new service
Wednesday that allows customers renting DVDs online to return
them to neighborhood stores and receive a free in-store rental.
It’s one of several new consumer perks that Blockbuster Chief
Executive John Antioco hopes will strengthen ties between the com
pany’s online and brick-and-mortar businesses.
“This gives the customers the best of both worlds: the convenience
of ordering online and the immediate gratification of getting the
movie right there, right now,” Antioco said.
The new program is called Blockbuster TotalAccess, and is the
1)allas-based company’s latest development in competing with online
rental sites such as Netflix Inc. Blockbuster said it will automatically
upgrade all current and new online rental subscribers for no extra
cost.

•••

W ASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said Wednesday he
wants Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and Vice President Dick
Cheney to remain in his administration until the end of his presiden
cy, extending a job guarantee to two of the most-criticized members
of his team.
Bush, in an interview, also said he was determined that sanctions
imposed against North Korea must be applied even though
Pyongyang has agreed to return to six-nation nuclear disarmament
talks.
And Bush said he did not foresee a change in the immediate future
in the number of U.S. troops in Iraq. He said that U.S. generals have
assured him that “they've got what they can live with.”
The president spoke in the Oval (')ftice, seated in a wing chair in
fmnt of a table with a bowl of roses. Six days before midterm elec
tions. Bush steered questions away from politics beyond s.iying he was
confident that Republicans would defy the polls and hold control ot
the House and Senate. “ 1 understand that the pundits h.ive got the
race over, but I don’t believe it’s over until everybtidy vtites.”
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B ig fat doses o f ned wine extract
help keep obese m ice healthy
Seth Borenstein
ASStX IATKl) I'RhSS

WASHINC’.TON — Obese mice
on a high-fat diet got the benefits of
being thin — living healthier, longer
lives — without the pain of dieting
when they consumed huge doses of
red wine extract, according to a land
mark new study.
It’s far too early to know if this
would work in people, scientists said.
But several were excited by the find
ings, calling it promising and even
“spectacular.”
The study by the Harvard Medical
School and the National Institute on
Aging shows that heavy doses of the
red wine ingredient, resveratrtil, low
ers the rate of diabetes, liver problems
and other fat-related ill effects in
obese mice.
Fat-related deaths dropped 31 per
cent for obese mice on the supple
ment, compared to fat mice that got
no treatment. The mice that got the
wine extract also lived longer than
expected, the study showed.
And astoundingly, the organs of
the treated fat mice looked normal
when they shouldn’t have, said study
lead author Dr. David Sinclair of
Harvard Medical School. Sinclair
said other preliminary work still
under way shows the wine ingredi
ent has promise in extending the
lives of normal-sized mice, too.
Sinclair has a financial stake in the
research. He is co-founder of a phar
maceutical
firm,
Sirtris
Bharmaceuticals Inc. of C'ambridge,
Mass., which is testing to see if the
extract can safely be used to treat
people with diabetes.
For years, red wine has been
linked to numerous health benefits.
But the new study, published online
in the journal Nature on Fhiirsd.iy,
shows that mammals given ultrahigh
».loses of resveratrol can get the gmul
effects of cutting calories without

actually doing it.
“If we’re right about this, it would
mean you could have the benefit of
restricting calories without having to
feel hungry,” Sinclair said. “It’s the
Holy Grail of aging research.”
Resveratrol, produced when
plants are under stress, is found in the
skin of grapes and in other plants,
including peanuts and some berries.
The 55 resveratrol-treated obese
mice were on a high-calorie diet —
what one scientist called a
“McDonald’s diet.” Not only were
they about as healthy as normal
mice, they were also as agile and
active on exercise equipment as their
lean cousins, demonstrating a normal
quality of life that was unexpected
for such obese creatures, said study
co-author Rafael de C?abo of the
Institute on Aging.
"Thes^fat old mice can perform
as well on this skill test as young lean
mice,” Sinclair said.
The only major body measure
ment that didn’t improve — aside
from weight — was cholesterol, and
that didn’t seem to matter in the
overall health of the mice, Sinclair
said.
The study is so promising that the
aging institute this week is strongly
considering a repeat of the same
experiment with rhesus monkeys, a
closer match to humans, said institute
director 1)r. Richard Hodes.
Hodes cautions that it’s too early
tor people to start taking non-regulated resveratml supplements because
safety issues haven’t been adequately
.iddressed.
Sirtris Pharmaceuticals is working
on a high-dose resveratrol pill that
unlike unregulated supplements on
the market now, would be used as a
drug and require Food and Drug
.\dniimstration appmval.said compa
ny chief executive officer Dr.
C'hristoph Westphal. And that devel
opment and federal appmval is about
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five vears away, he said.
Sirtris is aiming the research at dis
eases of aging, which includes dia
betes.
Sinclair’s results are so promising
that he rushed the study into the sci
ence journal while the obese mice
are still alive, not waiting several
more weeks or months until they
die. That raises some issues, including
specific figures about mortality, but is
understandable, said outside experts.
The obese mice still lived past the
median age for mice of their weight.
Even would-be competitors are
praising the study.
“It's a fairly spectacular result,” said
University of Wisconsin medical
professor Dr. Richard Weindruch,
who to-founded another biotech
company that looks at the genetics of
aging and drugs that could expand
life spans. “ People will go to
McDonald’s and afterwards they’ll do
super-sized resveratrol.”
“This is fantastic,” said Brown
University molecular biology profes
sor Stephen Helfand, who was the
first reviewer for the journal Nature
and not part of the team. “This is a
historic landmark contribution.”
Helfand said he won’t be taking
red wine extract supplements — but
he has put his elderly parents on
them. Such supplements are available
at health food stores and on-line, but
not at dose lev'els equivalent to what
the mice in the experiment got —
roughly equal to l(K) btmles ot wine
a day in humans.
Mice, he said, are good initial test
subjects for human drugs because
their bodies function similarly to
humans in many w.iys. I lowever, the
differences between mouse and man
can prove crucial, he noted.
“It's not an excuse to overeat,"
Sinclair said. But he added that fiir
mice at least, this shows you can be
“fat, happy, healthy and vigorous."
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International briefs
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Ciumnen seized two Sunni coaches
troin a youth club Wednesday in Baghdad, while authorities
searched tor dozens of Shiites abducted along a dangerous highway
north of the capital in another outbreak of Iraq’s relentless tit-fortat sectarian violence. The U.S. military also reported the deaths of
a soldier in fighting I'liesday in volatile Anbar province west of
Baghdad, and a Marine killed in a non-combat related incident,
raising to 105 the number of American service members killed m
October — the fourth deadliest month since the war began.
• • •
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — North Korea said Wednesday
It would return to nuclear disarmament talks in an eOort to get
access to frozen overseas bank accounts, a vital source ot hard cur
rency for the impoverished and isolated communist nation. The
North's Foreign Ministry make only indirect mention of its head
line-grabbing atomic test last month, saying in a statement that it
hoped to resolve U.S. financial restrictions by going back to si.xnation arms talks that it has boycotted for a year.
• • •
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) — Israeli troops, backed by
tanks and helicopter gunships, killed at least eight Palestinian mili
tants earlv Wednesday in one of the military’s largest strikes since
re-entering the (¡aza Stup over the summer. An Israeli soldier also
was killed in the operation against rocket launchers in the north
ern Gaza town of Beit llanoun, the army said.
• • •
B O G O TA , C olom bia (AP) — I lundreds of leftist rebels bom
barded a remote police station with makeshift nuirtars during a sixhour attack m northern (adombia Wednesday, killing at least 15
officers, authorities said.
I he attack on the police station in the village of Tierradentro,
23<i miles northwest of Bogota, was the bloodiest since President
Alvaro Uribe was re-elected in May.
“The latest report I have is that there are 15 dead police, between
lU and 12 missing police and four civilians injured,” said Jairo
Iopez, the top security official for C'ordoba state, where the attack
occurred. “There were approximately 45u guerrillas.”
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H ezbollah threatens street
protests if governm ent rejects
national unity C abinet
Sam E Ghattas
Asso( lAiU) l^kiss

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Hezbollah
is threatening street protests to force
early elections in Lebanon if its
demands are not met for a “national
unity” ( Cabinet that would give the
militants and their allies veto power
over key decisions.
The bold move reflects the Shiite
group’s push to consolidate the
political power it gained following
its self-proclaimed victory in its
punishing summer war with Israel.
T he effort seems certain to further
exacerbate an already tense political
situation in Lebanon, where the
Western-backed government of
Prime Minister Fuad Saniora has
refused earlier I lezbollah calls to
step down and allow the formation
of a new (Cabinet.
It could also lead to violence, with
pro-government groups warning of
a confrontation with militants in the
streets.
“Our concept of the national
unity government is that all the basic
forces in Lebanon be in it ... actual
and serious participation, not an aes
thetic participation,” Sheik Hassan
Nasrallah, Hezbollah’s leader, said in
a lengthy interview on Hezbollah’s
Al-ManarTV Tuesd.iy night.
In the same interview. Nasrallah
said that “serious negotiations” were
taking place over the twti Israeli sol
diers whose July 12 capture by his
militant group sparked the 34-day
war.
He said a negotiator appointed by
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan
has been meeting with Hezbollah
and Israeli officials. He would not
provide details about the negotia
tions, but told Al-Manar: “We have
reached a stage of exchanging ideas,
proposals or conditions.”
Nasrallah also warned that any
attempts by the beefed-up U.N.
peacekeeping force in southern
Lebanon to disarm Hezbollah would

I

t r a n sf o r m
the country
into another
Iraq
or
Afghanistan.
He
did
not elabo
rate.
A U.N.b r t) k e r e d
c e a se - fi r e
that ended
the fighting
on Aug. 14
does
not
give a direct
mandate to
the peace
keepers to
rake away
H ezbollah’s
weapons by
force, unless
the guerrillas
are caught in
the
buffer
zone along
the border
with Israel.
On
the
1
^
MU.SSFIN MALIA AsstH lAlH) I'Kiss
d o 111 e s t 1 c
p i- o n t
Hezbollah leader Sheik Hassan Nasrallah delivers a speech
N i s r a 11 1 h
®“Victory over Israel” rally in Ia;hanon in this file
S l i d
from Sept. 22, 2006.
H e z b o lla h
and Its allies should comprise onethird of the 24-member Ckibinet.
That effectively means the guerrilla
group and allies could veto key decisions. A two-thirds vote in the
C'abinet is needed to pass decisions
that are not made by consensus. A
resignation of one-third of the
C'abinet automatically brings down
the government.
The move, if successful, w’ould
significantly raise Hezbollah’s stand
ing in the C:abinet, where it and its
Shiite ally. Anial, currently have five
ministers. Such veto power and
influence in decision-making would
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also bolster their standing in the
12S-seat parliament, where the
group and its allies hold less than half
the seats, compared to 70 seats held
by the anti-Syrian m.ijority.
Nasrallah said he welcomed a call
by parliament speaker Nabih Berri, a
Hezbollah ally, to hold talks next
week on forming a national unity
government. Flowever, should the
talks fail, N.israllah said Hezbollah
w’ould begin political and street
actions against the government on
Nov. 13.The guerrilla gnnip is highly organized and politically disciplined, and its rallies frequently draw
hundreds of thousands of supporters.
Saniora has repeatedly rejected
the idea of a new government, con
tending that his Cabinet achieved
much for the country and did its
best to stop the war. His supporters
say that Hezbollah and its backers, in
pushing for greater political power,
are doing I lamascus’ bidding and are
trying to undermine the formation
of an international tribunal to try
suspects in the assassination of for
mer I’rinie Minister Rafik Hariri in
February 2005.
T he assassination sparked massive
street protests and prompted Syria to
withdraw its forces from Lebanon
under international pressure. The
parliament, however, has lacked the
strength to force pro-Syrian
President Emile Lahoud out of
office or to eliminate Syria’s pmxy
influence through local allies» like
Hezbollah.
In the face of Nasrallah’s ultima
tum, government supporters have
threatened popular counter-pixitests,
raising fears of a repeat of the kind of
sectarian clashes between Lebanon’s
Sunnis, Shiites, I )ruse and Christians
that ravaged the country during its
15-year civil war.
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Kevin Fededine gets burned on em barrassing debut
who think (know) he’s the freeloading
male
equivalent
to
llAlX.I K I ll K M l> (U. WlM 0 \ S I \ )
paparazzi princess Baris Milton.
MADISON,Wis. — Mr. Britney He's out to prove he's got mad
Spears lives a rough life, speiuling bling (“ 1 snap like they do in
liis weekly allowanee ami keeping Atlanta/ Beep the ice/ Kev
track ot his four children, and on got Jewels like Santana”),
his debut albinn, “ Blaying with he’s Imt (“All these model
fire,’’ the Vanilla version 2.1 ) is chicks wanna do m e”)
ready to spit some heavy flows.
and till top t)f it all, he’s
Kefusing to call it quits after still wildly intellectual
critics b(H)esl earlier released songs ("I'm the talk t)f the town ...
"I’opoZao” and "Ya'll Ain't Kevin Bederline/ 1 come tight with
Keady,” K-Hed is out to prove him every rhyme/ I built a kingdom
self to those h.iters in the media dow 11 the street from Bepperdine”).
(and everyone else m America)
However, after an hour of thunAshley Voss

dering bass lines and shtuitmg cho
ruses of "Yeahs” and “Cl'mons,”
“ Blaying with Fire” succeeds only
at proving one thing — Kevin
Bederline is not only worthless, but
delusional, too. fie is not
now, nor will he ever be, a
shred t)f .i respectable
musician. Bhe Fresno,
(.'alif., native takes jabs at
those w’ho've spoken out
against him, but in the end,
the real joke’s on K-fed. l isteners
are l.uighing at him, not with him
and his incessant mention of
Benjamins, herb, and his dogs and

O

S n ea k in g in to W o rld
Series G a m e 4: p riceless
t w as a lm o s t an ir r e sistib le te m p t a t i o n .

v i i i . v i n
R o i M /
DfllVEfUJCENSE
A1234567

At first I thought just
being m St, Louis during
the World Series would be
e.xciting enough to satisfy
me. St. Louis is a great
baseball town and I knew
attending a convention just
a few blocks from Busch
Stadium would make for
an interesting time.
The expectation of sports bars
and restaurants jannned with
rabid baseball fans cheering on
their hometow'n C'ardinals was
met quickly that first night. You
could actually hear the roar of the
crowd inside of the hotel.
But then the rains came and
postponed things for a day.
However, it didn’t dampen the
excitement of the town.
Then came Game 4 (actually the
ticket says Game 5 but the rainout
caused some changes and confu
sion). After a dinner with a peer
from another California university,
we started to head back to tlje
hotel but again there was the roar
of the crowd.
Wanting to feel the atmosphere
up close, we decided to head to the
stadium, but we weren’t the only
ones, as many locals crowded
around the fences of the new stadi
um, following the game on large
screens inside of the park.
But then the temptation hit wouldn’t it be great to get inside
and actually see a few innings of
the game? So we started to hatch
our plan. Maybe a generous tan
leaving the game would be kind
enough to give us their tickets so
we could possibly use them to see
the rest of the game.
O f course, being university

Paul Blttlck.
Mustang Daily"
general manager
San

But then I remembered a
security guard 1 had met
the prior morning while
going to buy a C^irdinal
World Series hat. We had
talked for a few minutes
before I headed otf to the
sttire.
Would he be wtjrkmg
3 tonight, and if he were,
would there be anything
he could do to help us? I
found him at the same gate
where he had been the prior
morning and to my surprise, he
remembered me.
I explained our situation and
the fact that if we somehow could
get into the stadium, we had seats,
thanks to the kind ladies. The
guard took pity on us apparently
and advised us that if we went
down this hallway, w'ent down one
flight of stairs and then took the
elevator back up one floor, we
could walk right into the stadium.
It worked and we ventured into the
outfield bleachers just as the
C^irdinals scored the go-ahead run.
No, it wasn’t the first time I was
at a World Scries game, having cov
ered tw'o as a sports writer in Los
Angeles. But it was the first time I
had ever snuck into a game for
free. And I think that made it even
more enjoyable.
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« m y Ml 500^4^ «ttra« tot

employees, paying the outrageous
ticket prices was never even a con
sideration.
It wasn’t long until we had con
vinced two ladies leaving the game
early to give up their $225 tickets.
But we quickly found out the tick
ets were worthless as once they
have been scanned at the gate, they
can’t be used again. My co-con
spirator then devised another,
equally weak plan, which probably
is best not put into print, and of
course it didn’t work.
Somewhat disappointed, we
were on the verge of giving up.
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hoes.
Set
amid
a
pounding bass and
.1 t horns of hand
claps, Bederline
could
not
be
more correct on
the track titled
“ America's .Most
Hated.” lietween
ringing
sound
effects and police
sirens,
K-Bed
ff 1
explains the logi
cal reasons win
people
dislike
him; I hey're mad
because
he
I made it, ,md
I he's lis'iiig the
! tamous life in
the ('ahforiiia
suiishme.
It
couhin't possiblv be th.it
they're tired ot
his
constant
media
pres
>7
ence. popping
up everywhere
I'oL'Ri rsv molo
from episodes Refusing to call it quits, Kevin Federline’s recently
of “GSI” to the
released his debut album “Playing with Fire.”
W W E ' s
“ M o n d ay
fact that record companies found
Night Raw” — well, at least his so-called talent so abysmal that
that time John CYma handed he was forced to start his ow n label
him a good old-fashioned ass.see Kevin, page 9
kicking. Fie even dismisses the

Miss
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‘D eath o f a President n o t w orth y o f the hype
Tyler Wise
ML'SIAN(. I )AII Y

HvL'iybotly has heard about this
tliek and the press sure can’t get
enough ot the controversial film
“Death of a President,” but is the
substance of this fictional docudrama really worthy of the hype?
More than a Kennedy-esque
assassination tale of “whodunits,”
this film tries to express the
American sentiments that lead up to
the president's death. It also explores
the serious repercussions for the
victims involved, in addition to the
negative effects it has on the U.S.
government aiul its effect on the
Patriot Act.
Unfortunately for the filmmak
ers, I’m not buying it.
1lowever, before tearing this film
apart, 1 will give credit to the film
makers w here it is due. first of all,
.It Its core, the film is a novel cine
matic ide.i. The film plays out like a
documentaiN vou wiuild see on the

COL'Rl l.SY I'l lOlO

Jiimes Urbanutk plays Dr, James Peam in “Death of a President,” which has openc'd in various independent theaters.
History ('hannel, with the addition
of a dramatic score and all the pain
and conviction you would expect of
the cinesma, which is supposed to
take place in the aftermath of the
.issassination of President Bush.
The film t.ikes place in late 2007,
•ind the events leading up to the

T im é C a p s u l e
#

N ovem b er 2

assassination are all very profound.
The stage is set with liiish flying
into Cdiicago to make a speech on a
troubled economy while a riled up
crowd of pixitesters lines up t)utsule
of the conference to vehemently
and sometimes violently show their
disgust (and hatred) for the presi

dent.
It portr.iys a public that pushes
beyond the brink of peacef ul protest
to get their point across, which sets
the tone for
of
• the eventual pinnacle
•
the film — the assassination.
While all of these events are
enthralling — the filmmakers did

one fine job of setting up a mood of
anxiety, anticipation, and dread or
excitement (depending on your
overall opinion of our president)
leading up to the assassination— it’s
the second half of the film that
crumbled the foundations of any
favor 1 had for the style and sub
stance of this film.
Immediately after the assassina
tion, the filmmakers try to break
down how the U.S. government
would handle such a prolific event,
but do no more than convey ugly
anti-government stereotypes.
jailing hundreds of individuals
while attempting to show the gov
ernment’s gross reputation of racial
profiling and their attempt to tag
the assassination on a terrorist
group in the .Middle Last is nothing
more than a steretitypical jab at our
heavily criticizeii government.
As I’ve mentioned, the underly
ing theme of the film is more or less
a critical .ittack on the I’atriot .Act
see President, page 9

• 1917 First U.S. soldiers killed in combat in WWI.
• 1976 Jimmy Carter defeats Gerald Ford for the presidency.

1
#

• 1983 President Reagan signs a bill establishing Martin Luther King Day.

L

• 1988 First Miss America beauty pageant.
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Cal Poly trio brings beat back to SLO
Christina Casci
MUSIANc; DAIIY

Imagine driving down a gravel
road through orchards and coming
up on an older house with a red
illuminated room that is attached
to the rest of the house. Inside the
room is a full drum set, multiple
amplifiers and other music equip
ment. This is where the Shamblers
practice for their performances.
T he band will play this Saturday
at Frog and I’each at 10 p.m. to cel
ebrate the release of its new selftitled album. T hey will also be
playing downtown at Farmers’
Market tonight.
The house described is the agri
culture student housing on campus
where fruit science senior Lucas
Ohu) lives, the lead singer and gui
tarist. 1 he other band members are
C'olbv James, drummer and materi
als engineering senior aiul Mike
Marotto, bassist, guitarist and C'al
Poly graduate.
"It's a pretty sweet set up," Ohio
said. "We started out with just a
small amount of space in the room
and as people moved out, our space
got bigger and bigger. Fventually it
was all ours.”
The Shamblers have a sound that
is completely unique, which is

what they say that’s what they like, enough of our own material and ly hard to get signed in SLO.”
“We love that nobody can compare play it most of the concert, but it’s
Since they just want to play, they
us to anyone else,” James said.
fun to play covers too. Plus, all the plan on touring this summer,James
When asked what kind of music covers have their own Shamblers’ said. “ It would be great to tour. It’s
they classify themselves as, Marotto spin to them,” he said.
funny because you live in a van for
said, “It’s hard to e.xplain when
The band would love to get months and still people tell us it is
nobody else sounds like us, but we signed, but it isn’t their top priori- one thing we just need to do.”
just say rock.”
ty, Marotto said.
The
band
“We are more like Led Zeppelin “We just love to
doesn’t
have
any
political
and less like Bach,” James said.
play, and it’s realinside
the
agenda. Ohio
room, posters
said. “ My’ music
does
fdl the walls
have
including one
important stuff
that says “The
in it, but each
takes
Fray.”
James
listener
says this used
what till,'y will
to be their
from
every
song.”
band
name.
“Then,
we
A lot of the
music originatrealized there
ed from ( lino’s
was a band that
solo
career.
just got signed
James
said.
to Fpic with
“ Luke w.is a
the same name
solo act before
.md knew we
came
we
had to ch.mge
so a
together.,
It,” he said.
lot of the music
I hey
use
comes
from
both their own
that.” he said.
material
and
new
The
cover material
couRi
rsY
moro
was
album
when they per
The
Shamblers
is
made
up
of
three
Cal
Poly
students
who
refer
to
their
indepen dently
form,
Ohio
sound
as
unique
and
love
that
they
cannot
be
compared
to
anyone
else.
pr0 d uced ,
said. “We have

Andrew Heringer at U U Hour today
November UU
Hour lineup
Todsy: Andrea* Heringer

Nov. 9: RUN

N ov.

16: "^International Week.
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Come learn about the dijferent study
abroad programs that C al Poly ojfers.

Nov. 2 3 : Holiday
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continuedfrom page 7
to produce an album spouting lines
like, “ I got $.S0 million/ I can do
whatever I want/ I don’t need a
deal/ I can do whatever 1 want.”
K-Fed’s self-love affair continues
on “Dance with a Pimp,” a track
featuring gangster rapper Ya Boy.
Mr. Spears brings Bollywood to the
trailer park, blending exotic strings
and tambourines with an obnox
ious baseline, bragging about just
how manly he really is and putting
down all those whack fools doubt
ing him. Simply put, “Dudes hate
K-fed/ Ciirls love K-Fed/ It don’t
matter to m e/ C'ause K-fed stay
fed.”
“Lose CxMitrol” layers so many
sounds that listeners may actually
break down before the track s com
pletion. Snaps, claps, high-pitched
synthesized rhythms and what
sounds to be a seizing keyboardist
combine forces to create one clut

COURIT.SY PHCTIO

Acoustic singer, song writer and guitarist Andrew
Fleringer will bring his music to Cal Poly today
during UU Hour from 11 a.m. to noon.

president were to be assassinated.
Instead, the film rambles on
about a government justified in its
continuedfrom page 8
and how the assassination of the Constitution-bending amendments
president would allow the govern and the plight and victimization of
ment to abuse and violate the the assassination suspects involved.
(-onstitution even further to get the It more or less makes the U.S. look
supposed bad guys. I can respect as if it truly has and will become a
that attitude, and it is certainly wor rights-violating police state, with or
without Bush.
thy of debate.
Furthermore, the film does a great
But what I could not respect was
disservice
to American protesters
the complete lack of a segmei«
depicting the reaction from the when they are betrayed as violent,
American public. Aside from the anarchistic thugs, w ho would resort
commentaries of the jailed suspects to violence and praise the murder of
and their families, at no point in the their own president, when in
film does it share what reactions the essence, the core of their protest (at
American public would have if the least in the film) is against such acts.

President

Kevin

It makes them look hypocritical and
savage.
In addition, the film paints an
image of an America that has
become sick and violent thanks in
large part to Bush and his backers,
but fails to include an image of the
president as the evil war-niongering
leader that he is.
Thus, in failing to do so, “Death
of a IVesident” instead makes the
assassination of the president look
like the tragic end to a hopelessly
misguided yet optimistic patriot,
w hile making the rest of us look like
brutes that act on irrational impuls
es, full of perverse notions of right
and reason. I don’t buy that one bit.

O

Marotto said. “That means we paid
to have it made, so we spent lots of
money.”
The reason all of the money and
time is worth it is for the feeling, all
three guys said. “If you have ever
seen us after a show, we are all
giddy and goofy and that is why we
do it,” Marotto said.
The album will be sold in places
like Boo Boo Records, online at
cdbaby.com, at shows and on their
Web site www.theshamblers.com.

P laces t o
see th e
S h a m b le rs :
* Tonight at Farmers’
Market
* Sunday at Frog and
Peach Pub at 10 p.m.
* Check out their W eb
site at
www.theshamblers.com

tered. obnoxious song flashier than
the gaudy pieces of ice weighing
down Federline’s lobes.
The high-pitched sounds con
tinue m the chorus of “CYazy,” a
track featuring Britney Spears her
self defending the former dancer
against his critics and providing lis
teners with a much-needed break
from her hubby’s elementary-style
lyrics.
There
are
things
Kevin
Federline is good at, namely smok
ing,
drinking.
impregnating
dancers and singers, and looking
generally skeezy.
There are also things he should
stay away from, namely the record
ing studio. K-Fed can wear his
bliiig, don stickers on his Yankee
hat, and wear the pants that
Britney bought him halfway to his
knees, hut “Playing With Fire”
proves he’s better suited to the role
of Mr. Mom than a bread-winning
dad.
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Its ^ x x l to be golden in Great Britain
otf and the otTicers began talking
efore 1 left for Great
to her as if nothing had hap
Britain, 1 expected a
pened. Apparently, Californians
culture full of bad
are not seen as a terrorist threat
food, worse weather, aiul
either.
smokers with crooked teeth.
Over the past two niontlis niy
When I arrived iii London I
Cal Poly Students Around the Globe
preconceived notions o f the
realizeti that the British also
—I
British have changed as well.
haw preeoneeived notions of NAME:
While I still have yet to see a pair
what Americans are like They
Courtney Sterk
of
braces on someone, most peo
expeit ns to he loiul, overly
ple h.ive str.iight teeth and over.ill
outgoing, drunk. Bush loving MAJOR:
good hygiene. Although main of
conservatives who draw out all
Journalism
them do smoke, it is not .is overof our words. We would he
w helniing as I had imagined and
given dirty looks on the tube, COUNTRY:
many restaurants are starting to
he rejected from eluhs and
England
tnitlaw it. Yes, we h.ive eaten fl.ireeeiw had service in restau
vorless ehu ken and mushy pe.is,
Next
rants.. until we realized the
hut I have .iKo fouiul some of my
Thursday:
beauty
of
being
from
f.ivorite Indian and Asian rest.inAudrey Tucker
( ’alifornia.
rants
here.
checks in
Just the other night iiiy
We haw .tlso had tlumderfrom France,
friend, Suniiner, called the Zoo
storms
that make the whole
( o riu N iV SHOWN iak i i i i
Bar to put us on the guest list.
building shake and torrential
The houneer iininediately said
downpours
that no one dared
that the list was full and we were how we are portrayed in the she could make it to Miinieh. She
step outside in, hut for the most
going to have to pay the eowr movies. Although we are more threw otf her Rainbows, ditched
charge to get it. He then proceed entertaining to talk to than other her luggage and started sprinting P^irt the weather has been heaiitifill. Supposedly, it h.is been the
ed to ask where she was from. people in the club, C'alifornia girls dow‘11 the middle of the street to
hottest October since the 1‘>70s. It
Instead of s,iying "America" or have a reputation for being teases catch tlie bus. Luckily, the driver
S.IW her in his mirror and stopped. has been a great experience learn
“the states,” she said “ I'm and hard to get.
When site returned to her suit ing about British culture and get
To top it all off, a C.alifornian
Californian.” The bouncers voice
ting to know some of the friendly
instantly heeaine friendly and we can also get out of any "serious” case, there were five police otlicers locals.
were all put on the guest list, no situation. On the way to the air surrounding it. They immediately
Every morning I wake up with
port at a.111. one morning my started asking her questions about
questions .isked.
something
new and exciting to
why she left her baggage unattend
Being from C'alifornia also friend, Bn, was sitting on the bus
ed. Out of breath, she was trying look forward to, whether it is a
works as an automatic pick-up next to an Australian guy talking to explain what happened and p6v we are going to see with my
line, conversation starter and way ahbut Oktoherfest (where she w'as promised that there w,is nothing nuisieal theater cLiss, listening to a
to get free drinks. The first things headed). She was very distracted explosive in her luggage. As they ^we band in a pub, or walking
you’re asked is if you live in the when she got off and realized began unzipping her hag to search around a funous food market and
O.CL, can surf and know or are about three minutes later that she it, one of the otTicers asked, getting free samples. This city has
related to any famous actors. had left her purse on the bus. "Where are you from?" O f course,
mueh to otter and see, and I
British men think all tJalifornia Without her passport, wallet, and she said “ I’m from California.” only h.ive seven more weeks to
girls are beautiful heeause that is plane ticket there would be no w.iy The search w'.is immediatelv called conquer it all.

B

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Men shouldn’t fear
women with equal power

corrections

Editor in chief: Emily ILancer
Managing editor: Jennifer H.ill

I sincerely hope that Will
Vigliottis commentary was a
joke, or some form of Halloween
prank designed to frighten think
ing readers. I also feel deeply
sorry for any of the women in his
life. First of all, if manly men are,
or apparently were, so strong, how
could they have let women and
“veritable women” push them
aside? It seems that the sort of
man that Mr.Vigliottt is referring
to would be able to hold his own
against such “foppish” dandies.
Furthermore, Mr.Vigliotti’s
statement that the est.ihlishnient
of sexual equality has forced the
manly men from their place in
society implies that manly men
are inherently superior to
women. So sexual equality is a
b.ul thing Mr.Vigliotti? If there
are women out there who desire
“a simple w.iy of life,” and that
want someone to “take care of
her,” Mr.Vigliotti is welcome to
them.
I for one prefer women who
are strong, self-confident, who
know who they are, and who
don't need chauvinistic manly
men to take care of them. And

regarding the last portion of Mr.
Vilgliottis commentary, blaming
sm>ng, independent women for
the decline of old-fashioned
manly men is like blaming aboli
tionists for the decline of slavery.
I am at least one modern man
with no nostalgia for a way “I
never knew.”
To Mr.Vigliotti, and all men
who desire a return to the days of
silent, dependent women, perhaps
the weakness lies within you.You
have nothing to fear from women
who are your equals.
Justin Housman
History saiior

ad should definitely he clarified so
no one else sutlers the let-down
that I experienced when I found
the truth. 1 looked it up and even
Notre Dame de Namur’s uni
forms sport NDNU. However, I
frilly support any advertising for
C'al Roly s basketball team, as they
don't get the attention they
deserve.
Jake Howell
Graphic dcsii^i Junior

G E T IT
OFF
YOUR
CH EST!

No Shave November has
arrived

L.idies and Gentlemen,
Welcome to No Shave
Notre Dame basketball ad November.
Octobeardfest has served us
misleading
well, but was a mere shadow of
On Wednesday the Mustang
the real. Today on campus, Joy has
Daily printed ,in ad for the Cal
filled our souls as a result of
Roly men s h.asketball team. It stat
thmwing away our razors for the
ed C'al Roly was hosting an “exhi
next 30 days.
bition game vs. Notre Dame.”
1)o not he afraid! Your extra
As a lover of college basketball hair will pmtect you from the
my heart pounded with excite
coming winter chill. Reach frizz?
ment. How could Notre I )ame, a Thick-haired neck? dirty ‘stäche?
nationally recognized, premier
Men, wear them proud! Flowin’
basketball school he coming here!? Flava sava? Mountain man shad
Why had I missed this informa
ow? Burly burns?
tion? I decided to check and
Whatever you got mck it,
make sure it was not a t>’pt>. And
because No Shave November is
it isn’t a typo — hut it is mislead
upon us!
ing. There is nothing wrong with
L.idies! T his ye.ir you probably
this claim unlcis you don't know
shouldn't pl.iy ...sorry.
that the “Notre Dame” men
Believe in something greater
tioned is short for Notre 1)ame de than yourself, and he a part of a
Namur University, a small school
cause!
in Belmont, (Lilifornia with a
Mark Paulick
sub-par basketball program.This
liionu thcal iVf’iiKrrinx Junior

Send y o u r
o p in io n s, ra n ts
and raves to
M

u s t a n g d a il y o p in io n s

@ G M A IL .C O M

or
su b m it y o u r le tte r
to th e e d ito r
th ro u g h th e
im p ro ve d
W W W .M U S T A N G D A IL Y .N E T

A ll le tte rs shou ld be 250
w o rd s o r less and are
su b je ct to e d itin g fo r
gram m ar, spelling and
style.
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GUEST COMMENTARY

America m ust preserve
its social con traa
support abortion. With this
in mind, Koe vs. Wade*
should ht* overturned. My
position isn’t inconsistent, because
there is a much deeper issue
involved.
What IS the function of our
electoral system? One could argue
about that all day, but it turns out
that the deep purpose is to con
vince people to accept that they’ve
lost. We as citizens of this republic
have made a pact with each other
to make certain decisions collec
tively through some combination
of voting and representation, and
we know inevitably the process
will make at least some decisions
that we as individuals despise.
Hut the pact we have with one
another is that if the process was
reasonably honest, and if everyone
participated, the losers will con
ceded defeat. O f course, they may
try to work within the system to
bring about change. Throughout
history, this has happened many
times. Hut in our society, decisions
change because a majority agree
with the change, and the activist
minority will work to convince
the m.ajority that change is need
ed, but in the mean time accept
defeat.
Some activists in this country
have been breaking this pact. It’s
been a particular problem with the
leftists over the last 30 or so odd
years. Instead of trying to con
vince the m,ijority that change is
necessary, they’ve made a lateral
pass to the activists’judges, who in
turn h.ive run the issue around the
electorate and in for change.
Setting aside the individual
decisions, the inherent problem
exists because it cheats the elec
torate by forbidding them from
participating in the decisions.
And the “losers” don’t concede
defeat, primarily b'ecause they
never got a change to participate

I

in the decision.
Koe V. Wade was an appalling
judicial decision, because 33 years
later the issue is still highly con
tentious. If three decades ago this
had been given up to the electoral
system in the form of a vote, it
would no longer govern modern
day elections. Hut because it was
decided by what 1 really do think
of as judicial usurpation of the
electoral process, those who
oppose abortion have never let go
of the issue.
Despite my personal beliefs,
abortion should be legal, but rely
ing on Koe vs. Wade is no way to
ensure its survival. Many, indeed
I would imagine most, of the elec
torate don’t actually feel very
strongly about abortion as a major
electoral issue. Hut they care
deeply about this social contract
and will be damned if they’re
going to let elitist activists over
run the system. This is why, to
this day, abortion is such a major
issue.
Additionally, under the tenth
amendment, abortion is a matter
for the states to decide. This is
really where it should be settled,
with the electorate and their cor
responding legislature.
Once voters are given the
chance to truly engage in the
issue, the social contract will kick
in. Advocates for both sides will
make their cases, and the voters
and their representatives will,
eventually, come to some sort of
conclusion about it.
That’s how the system is sup
posed to work, and that’s a lot
more important to me than legal
abortion. If the price of legal
abortion is destruction of that
social pact, then it’s too high.

Breakups teach
life lessons too
wo years ago, I entered the work out,” you know that it either
most
wholly-engulfmg was never going to work in the first
relationship 1 have ever place, or could have worked, but the
had. He welcomed me into his life circumstances just didn’t allow it. For
like I had never seen anyone do example, graduation is a huge change,
before. Now, it’s over, and it’s and some relationships don’t last
nobody’s fault. I’ve made mistakes, through it. You’re not a horrible per
sure, but so has he. It was a mistake, son because it didn’t work.
maybe on both our parts, to get
It’s safe to say that at least most
involved with each other in the first young girls dream about their perfect
place. Hut do I regret the relation wedding, from the dress right down
ship? No. I’ve learned a lot from to the cake and the table centerpieces.
being in a relationship with him and I was a simple kid. My dress was going
learned things that will serve me well to be a strapless satin gown, with a
in my next relationship. After all, that’s simple veil. The color of the brides
what relationships are: learning expe maids’ dresses varied a lot in accorriences.
dmee with my favorite color at the
Anybody coming to college look moment. Somewhere deep down,
ing for marriage will be hard-pressed that little kid is still in me, hopeful that
to find anyone ready for it. There I’ll eventually be able to realize that
probably are some, but for the most dream.
part, we’re all just trying to find our
Reality
hits
way in relahard gmwing up
t i on s h ip s .
,
— suddenly the
According to
realization o f“this
The initial emotions
the Americans
isn’t going to be as
for I )ivorce
easy as I had
that always run high
K efo r m ,
thought” makes
“Pmbably, 40
dating
almost a
in a bad breakup
or
possibly
futile
effort.
even 50 per
will eventually fade,
What’s the point,
cent of mar
if relationships
and then you can
riages will end
don't last anyway?
in divxirce if
At this point, you
look
at
it
with
an
current trends
have a choice.You
continue.” So
can either give up
objective eye.
how are we
and become a
supposed to
nun, or you can
expect a fairy
look at the ended
tale marriage, eventually — or at least relationship under a micniscope, so to
one that will last “’till death do us speak, and see what didn’t work so
part”?
that it doesn’t happen again in your
Furthermore,
according
to next adationship.The initial emotions
www.divorcerate.org, the age gnnip that alw.iys run high in a bad breakup
with the highest percentage of will eventually fade, and then you can
divorces is those 2() to 24 years old — look at it with an objective eye.
prime college age for most of us.
I l(K)k at being single as a chance to
College is a time to learn, and a invc'st m oa time in myself. I gave
time to groNN---- not just in the class everything I possibly could to this
room. This is why it is so critical that man, and it didn’t work. Now, it’s time
we learn from our mistake's in rela to turn that attention ttiward me.The
tionships and put that knowledge to most impoitant thing to a*member is
use in our next relationship. to value yourself, no matter what
Otherwise, we’re dtximed to a*peat someone doc*s to make you think
the past.
ytau’rc worthless.
Ciiving into the temptation to get
I lost myself somewhen.' in my n*lainvolved with someone just “for tionship — it could have been
now” isn’t in itself a mistake. because I was uh> involved in my
Sometimes people get attached and bt>yfriend’s life, but it also could have
sometimes it ends ugly — because been my own fault for not recogniz
meanwhile, you’ve learned some ing it, before things got really mud
thing about what kind of man or dled up. Whatever the cause nuy have
woman you work best with in a rela been, I now have the chance to love
tionship.
myself like I luven't for years. And
Whether your reaction after it's that’s a pretts exciting thing to think
over IS, “Oh my Ciod! What was I about.
thinking? I’m never dating someoiv'
like that .igain!" or “Well, we h,.'i
Kc/ly Q ’/X’ is a journalism senior ami
some g(M>d times, but it just didn’t Mnstaiifi Daily staff tiriler.

( ' i i ’il en^ittecriti<> senior
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Big parties can cost big money for U CLA greeks
Saba Riazati
Daiiy BkiuN (U('I A)
! OS ANGEI ES — A budget tab
that lists a lit'c-sizc pirate statue,
lumber and materials to build a
ship, a plank and a waterfall would
seem like it would be the shopping
list tor the set of the next “ Pirates
of the ('aribbean" movie.
Hut it is the list of materials for a
party down the street from the
L'niversity of C'.alifornia at Los
Angeles eanipus. Anei the hosts are
not pirates, just fraternity members
hoping students who attended
would call it a priceless experience.
Hut Theta C-hi's “ I’irates” theme
party on Oct. 20 w'as a costly
endeavor — the decorations, securitv, disc jockey and all other
expenses cost the fraternity’s treasuvs approximately $3,00(t. said
Koby ILehman, a UCTA alumnus
and live-in adviser for the house.
Aside from monetary expenses,
both time and effort go into
preparing these parties.
“ We had about 10 guys working
on the ship ... about six hours a day
for two weeks. A lot of coordina
tion was put into it and the hardest
part was getting the top part up,”
said Henri Domange, a second-year
buMiiess economics student and
vice president of the fraternity,
referring to the difficulty in stabih/ing the two tall masts of the ship
that hold the sails.

So why surrender a large portion
of “yer” treasured time and booty
for just one night?
"It’s mostlv done for pride and
reputation. You want to throw the
best parties so your house can gain
the reputation of being the best
fraternity,” Kehman said.
“ It’s also about how can we can
portray the fraternity m a positive
w,iy.
That
could
include whether peopie talk about the party
for weeks on end or
that you're known to
host something unique
that people can have
fun with,” he added.
Jeff Travis, director
of communications for
the
UCLA
Interfraternity Council
and member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, said fra
ternities host parties
“mostly to keep up
appearances,” referring to the fra
ternity’s general desire to maintain
its presence within the UCLA
community.
Hut along with theincentives,
there is the need to pay forexpens
es, as well as deal with “the bunch
of random people at the house,”
said Travis, a third-year political sci
ence student.
There is also an added conse
quence that is only noticeable
when the party is over.

“Your house gets trashed,” Travis
said.
Whether the party is worth the
trouble of waiting in line or dress
ing in theme is a judgment call for
Students.
At the pirate party the line out
side the house extended far past the
front lawn at one point and it was
rich with students wearing stripes.

ties to host parties because it gives
people a chance to socialize (who)
otherwise would not have the
opportunity,” i'fswal said,
(^nce students got past the
greeting pirate at the entrance and
into the house, there were 17 more
steps to climb before reaching a
large, multi-room dance floor.
Hut before they could enter the
densely
populated
_ _ _ _
dance floor of students
in costume, they would
need to pass through
shredded cloth and
plastic, a recurring dec
oration around the
house.
O ut on the balcony,
students found them 
selves close to a pumprun waterfall coming
out from the floor
— Koby Reliman
above them. And while
Thet.i Chi adviser ai UC'LA
no one would walk the
plank settled on top of
some with patches, some with hats the waterfall, hours of walking.
and some shirtless to reflect the building, lifting and other laborious
tasks were done to construct it.
theme.
But the concept of theme parties
Avani Oswal, a second-year busi
ness economics student, was may not seem as uncommon as the
phrases “ahoy” and “matey.”
dressed for the occasion.
I’hi Kappa Hsi holds its popular
She wore stripes and waited in
line with a group of seven girls. She annual “Miami Vice” ‘8()s-themed
said though she rarely waits in lines party, which is only one part of a
to go to fraternity parties, she was wider range of events the house
willing to wait as long as 30 min hosts and is involved in, said Hhi
Kappa Fsi President Jon Reed, a
utes for a party o f this magnitude.
third-year
history student.
“ It’s important for the fraterni

You want to throw the
best parties so your
house can gain the
reputation o f being the
best fraternity.

In addition to parties, fraternities
also participate in philanthropic
events a few times per year.
Philanthropy work by Theta C?hi
includes participation in UCLA
Kun/Walk and Relay for Life, as
well as an annual charity dinner
which raises $2,00().
While the average o f funds raised
for charities varies by quarter based
on the number of events participat
ed in,Theta Chi said it raises about
$4,000 each quarter.
SAE also hosted a party themed
“ Haunted,” in line with the
Halloween festivities.
SAE
spent
approximately
$4,000, inclusive o f the more
expensive items such as security
and a Dj, said Andrew Hertolli,
social chairman and a second-year
global studies student.
And when members of SAE are
not spending time planning parties,
they volunteer time to philan
thropy work. A more popular
event, Elimidance, pooled in about
$3,000, said Adam Bierrnan, a
third-year political science student
and member o f SAE.
Christopher Burgart, a UCSB
alumnus and fraternity brother liv
ing in Theta Chi, was the architect
o f the ship, and though no one was
inside the ship to act out pirate
scenes or yell out “shiver me tim
bers,” it sure impressed a lot of stu
dents waiting in line as they would
have to eventually walk under it.
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sites changing the
face o f grassroots cam paign ir^
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LIN C t)LN , Neb. — At one
time, grassroots campaigning meant
coffee at the neighbor's and town
hall meetings. While that is still true
for some, the age of Web sites and
e-niailing has opened the door for a
whole new breed o f grassroots
campaigning.
.Many Nebraska candidates and
advticates for ballot initiatives are
using social networking Web sites,
such as Facebook and MySpace, to
reach their constituents in a whole
new way.
Jim Esch, the U.S. House of
Representatives Democratic candi
date for District 2, uses both
Facebook and MySpace as a way to
bring interested Nebraskans to his
official Web site, said Holly Esch, his
««ister and personal assistaiit.The use
of the social networks has increased
the luimber of visitors to the Web
^lte. she said.
“It was kind of funnv to look at
the page’s stats." Hollv Esch said. “ It
jumped because we were able to
link them to our page.”
Holly Esch said she and other
campaign members were not aware
her brother’s profile existed until
she stumbled upon it one d.iy. After
contacting Facebook employees,
the campaign members were given
access to his profile and were able
to update It with additional infor
mation.
Jim Esch now uses the network
ing Web sites as a way to coininuni-

cate with people, post blog com
ments and respond to questions
raised bv Nebraskans who visit the
Web site. Holly Esch said.
Rep. Lee Terrv of Omaha and
incumbent of District 2 also posts
profiles on Facebook and MySpace.
While Terry has a completed
profile on MySpace. the Facebook
profile has not been updated
because members of the campaign
h.ive not decided if they would like
to change it, said Scott Shiller,
Terry's campaign manager.
Though the networking tools
h.ive been useful to direct interest
ed viewers to Terry’s Web site.
Shiller said, he did not know if the
Web sites would encourage more
people to vote.
“It’s hard to s.iy if it’s a turnout
tool because it's a Web site,” Shiller
said.
Facebook launched an Election
2006 network on Sept. 1 in an
effort to give younger generations
an opportunity to express their
opinions on political issues, accord
ing to a Facebook spokesperson.
Hrofiles were created for guberna
torial. Senate and House of
Representative candidates running
for office this November.
Students Against the Lid, a regis
tered student organization at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
used Facebook to post advertise
ments opposing Ballot Initiative
423.The organization also created a
Facebook group for students
opposed to the implementation of a
cap on the growth of state spend

ing, said Matt Schaefer, student
regent and president o f the
Association of Students o f the
University of Nebraska.
Schaefer, a senior political sci
ence m.i)or, said Students .Against
the Lid uses other grassroots cam
paigning efforts, such as handing
out information in the Nebraska
Union and promoting letter-writ
ing campaigns to newspapers.
Students Against the Lid was cre
ated under the advisement o f legal
councilors as a way for students to
create a campaign against the initia
tive without using state expenses,
which is against the law. Schaefer
said.
Mike Groene, a volunteer for the
Stop Overspending Nebraska cam
paign. said the major supporters of
the initiative were not using social
networking Web sites to gain sup
port but were using other grassroots
campaign efforts, such as distribut
ing yard signs and encouraging sup
porters to voice their opinions.
Campaigners for Esch and Terry
said they also continued to use tra
ditional grassroots campaigning
methods but thought the Internet
was providing additional resources
to use.
Flolly Esch said she thought the
networking Web sites were a w.iy
for candidates to show vounger
generations politicians .ire con
cerned with their opinions.
“It’s thè first time the students
have felt like someone wants them
to come out and vote,” Hi>lly Esch
said.
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Stanford study shows Americans are hooked on Internet
Dianna Bai
T

h i;

Cedro. “It’s e.xpected of all students
to check their e-mail all the time.
Those who don’t miss out on things
like announcements over the dorm
list saying‘I’m going to Safeway in a
few minutes, does anyone want to
come along?’ or a teacher canceling
class for the day.”
Add that to convenient social net
working, gaming, problem sets due
online and an endless tlow of news
and information, and it is no wonder
that students spend hours online
each day.
“I check e-mail every five min
utes,” said senior Ethan Townsend.
“You like to feel that all the e-mails
you’ve gotten are taken care of.”
13ut is this constant behavior a
warning sign?
1)r. Elias Aboujaoude, director of
Stanford's
Impulse
Control
Disorders Cllinic, recently surveyed
2,.n()0 people in a nationwide study
of Internet usage.

The results showed 14 percent of
the population found it hard to stay
away from the Internet for several
days at a time, while eight percent
used the Internet as an escape from
problems. Another six percent said
their personal relationships suffered
directly from too much time online.
A segment of the population —
should they be called junkies? — is
even seeking professional help for
the addiction.
At
the
Stanford
clinic.
Aboujaoude has treated many
patients, including University stu
dents, for problems related to the
Internet.
“ People come in because they’ve
been disciplined or fired for spend
ing too much time on the Internet,”
Aboujaoude said. “They know they
have a problem, but find it hard to
stop.”
He compared excessive use to
more serious behaviors.

“It’s too early to call it an addic
tion like we call alcohol an addic
tion,” he said. “But sometimes the
cravings people feel can be similar,
sometimes they need to gradually
increase intake to get the same kind
of satisfaction, and when thev cut
back, they might feel recklessness
and withdraw.”
At the epicenter of the Silicon
Valley, it can be difficult to draw the
distinction between normal and
compulsive use.
“There’s so much information on
the Internet that you can read and
watch,” said sophomore Kimberly
Johnson. “You can basically do any
thing you want without getting up
from the computer. It’s addictive
because it’s hard to stop doing some
thing so convenient.”
Moncharmont said there are
finite levels of activity on the Net,
some more addictive than others.
“There are definitely people who

constituents and I also have a con
science that 1 have to follow,” C'.apps
said.“My job title is representative so
I feel like, you know, 1 don’t want to
go against my conscience. I mean
like voting against the war.That was
somewhat of a lonely position to
take at the time, of going against the
administration, the Bresident, but
that I just couldn’t morally justify ...
Most of the issues that I work on,
like supporting higher education, it's
just I think that’s the right thing to
do. It also is what so many of my
constituents are concerned about.”
Tognazzini noted his experience
on various boards such as the Farm
Bureau and currently as president of
the Santa Maria Joint Union High
School Board of Trustees as qualifi
cations for a position in the House.
The purpose of CB Next is to
motivate students to vote in the
Nov. 7 election. Roughly one third
of the population in San Luis

Obispo consists of college students,
so the potential impact of the stu
dent vote is considerably powerful.
“I think it’s important for stu
dents to be informed and the oppor
tunity to hear both candidates will
help them make a more educated
decision,” animal science sophomore
Jacki DeMarchi said.
Modern languages and literatures
junior C?alvin Feehan was at the
forum for that very reason, saying he
planned to vote but did not know
for w'hoiii vet.

“The forum gives us the opportu
nity to hear from the representatives
and make our own judgment call
rather than just hearing from those
who endorse them,” Feehan said.
CYther C'.B Next events included a
club fair in the University Union
and the C?al Boly Debate Team argu
ing important election issues. Tod,iy
the mayoral candidates visit C?al Boly
at 1 p.ni. and opposing view’s on the
I )aIidio Broject will be presented at
noon, both in the UU San Luis
Lounge.
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STANFORD — Ever Feel that
need to continuously click the
refresh button on your Internet
browser to see if you’ve got mail?
Ever show up late to class because
you were writing an e-niail and got
distracted? Ever wake up at 4 a.m.
and automatically check Facebook?
If you answered yes to any of
these questions, you may be an
Internet addict.
A new study from Stanford
University Medical School found
that excessive Internet usage can be
compared to alcoholism — and
what may be labeled as merely bad
habits could be signs of a compulsive
disorder.
“|u''t think about the pandemic of
e-mail once you get to college,” said
junior Jordan Moncharmont, a
Resident (Computer C'oordinator in

Congress
continued pom page I

dent in his slogan, “Strong
Leadership for a (diange.”
“I have a demonstrated ability of
working together with people and
that’s leadership. When you can
bring people together to cooperate.
That’s what leadership is all about. I
have the other thing — effective
representation. We need to have
someone who is effective and we
have someone who is down in
the... lowest twenty percent of
power ranking in C'.ongress. We need
somebody representing us who’s
going to be out there in a position in
leadership and in legislation at the
top of that, and that’s where I see
that there’s a difference,” Tognazzini
said.
C?apps has been in C'.ongress for
nine years now.
“ I p.iy a lot of attention to my

get lost in applications of the
Internet,” he said. “Some people
play World of Warcraft and never
come out of their rooms.”
He expressed doubt that the
problem stems from the technologv
itself
“You can get addicted to any
activity,” he said. “You can be
addicted to the Internet but still
have a social life and do well at
school.”
From a clinical perspectis e,
Aboujaoude agreed, but he also put
out a note of optimism.
“The Internet can be a wonder
ful thing,” he said. “It’s not alwass
bad. Some patients with social anxietv wouldn’t be able to ask people
out on a date if they didn't break the
ice with a few e-mails first. When
you feel your virtual life and virtual
relationships are more important
than those in your real life, that is
when it becomes a problem.”

W ho are you
voting for for
governor?
ta k e th e poll a t w w w .m ustangdally.net

Hie California State Universrtv
F O U N D A T IO N

A Message to the CSU Community:
Election Day is November 7
Go to the Polls os o Well-Informed Voter!

HIGHEST
TANDEM JUMP IN
CALIFORNIA

Famasik o c m r v taw si
Lompoc Airport Onhr 1 Hour from

campus
«bit: wwwjfcadlwai anrabartoifaxom or cal 805-740*9099

Proposition 1-D, the Kindergarten-University Public Education Facilities Bond
Act Of 2006, would invest $10,416 billion in our state's educational systems,
with $7,329 billion for K-12 education and $3,087 billion for higher education.
The California State University would receive $690 million over two years, or
$345 million each year.

o

wtthstuderA Id

Proposition 1-D funds target the CSU's much-needed capital projects, includ
ing earthquake safety; building renovation and repair; and modernizing and
upgrading classroom and research facilities, labs, technologies, and more.

JEFFREY D.STULBERG
One mistake
'
A L A W

C X ) R P 0 R A T 10N

shouldn’t cost you

your future.

j

As a member of the CSU community, you know the important role the system
plays in ensuring high-quality and affordable education for California's
students. You also know that the CSU supports California's economy by
preparing the workforce of tomorrow. One way to ensure that we continue
our important work is to make the best possible decisions about Investments
in our future.

To learn more, visit wwwxalstate.edu and click on "Proposition 1-D."

DUI, DRUG CASES, DRUNK
IN PUBLIC, MISDEMEANERS,
& PERSONAL INJURY.
Effective, Affordable, Ptfrontlired
Keprecentation &cAdvice in a Confkkntial Setting
IniHal roncultation in aiway« confidentia] &. liree

805- 544-7693
www.jtulb«r9.com • Jstulb«rg#stulb«r9,com
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West Virginia vs.
Louisville

USCvL
Stanforil

George Ramos, Adviser
Paul Bittick, General Manager
Tristan Aird, Sports Editor
Frank StranzI, Assistant Sports Editor
Kathrene Tiffin, Spotlight Editor
Ryan Chartrand, Online Editor
Devan McClaine, Reporter
Amy Dierdorff, Reporter
Sara Hamilton, Reporter

Louisville
Louisville
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia

USC
USC
USC
USC
USC
USC
USC
USC
USC
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continued from page 16

gaines, but something wasn’t right,
riiey only beat Washington and
Washington State by a combined
12 points. In 2004 and 200.S, they
beat these schools by a combined
l.U points.
Then came Saturday, when
OSU hadn’t beaten a team this
highly-ranked since (LJ. Simpson’s
No. 1 Trojans fell to the Heavers in
1067. The only ditLerence between
the 1067 and 2006 teams is that
Simpson led the Trojans to a
national championship. Let’s just
get one thing straight, the 2006
team and a national championship
don’t even belong in the same sen
tence.
Over the past several years, Pete
C^irroll has had two of the greatest
pl.iyers that college football has
ever seen. Matt Lemart and Reggie
Hush dominated Saturdays like few
teammates ever had. Leinart and
Hush helped USC' become the first
school to receive back-to-back
Heisman I'roplnes since O hio
State’s Archie Griffen won his
awards 30 years ago.
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They helped lead the Lrojans to
37-2 record and two national
titles. They created a dynasty that
will live in the record books forev
er. Sports tans will never forget
these two and what they meant to
college football.
Hut like most things in life,
times are cyclical and things
change, especially in college foot
ball. At the end of the day, it all
falls on the man leading the troops.
Does Pete Carroll have what it
takes to bounce back from this
devastating loss? Can he keep the
team focused when the city turns
on him after back-to-back losses?
Fans of the Trojans sure hope so.
Carroll has put his program on
such a high pedestal that the only
place to go is down. The loss last
Saturday could be the start of a
long descent downhill for several
reasons.
First, USC doesn’t have the
explosive speed that it used to
have. O r maybe better put, they
don’t have Hush to win those
gaines that they should lose.
Second, the Pac-lO isn’t that
bad. ('al has a real chance to beat
USC' later this month and make a
push for that national champi

Cal

CaLPjaJy
y5.JlQDana

Cbifife Y£.
Rams

Colts vs.
Patriots

Colts Y5.
Patriots Score

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
UCLA

Montana
Cal Poly
Cal Poly
Cal Poly
Montana
Montana
Cal Poly
Ca! Poly
Cal Poly

Rams
Rams
Chiefs
Chiefs
Chiefs
Chiefs
Chiefs
Rams
Chiefs

Colts
Patriots
Colts
Colts
Patriots
Colts
Colts
Colts
Colts

31-30
24-21
38-17
35-17
24-13
30-24
31-28
30-27
24-21

UCLA vs.

onship game. Ciranted, a couple
teams would have to lose, but even
without the losses they’re on
course for a HC'S bowl game. (7h
yeah, did I mention that C'iregon
and Washington State are both in
the top 25.
Not to mention that team in
Cxarvallis just had a pretty good
week.The Hruins had Notre Dame
beat until Heisman candidate
Hrady Q uinn refused to lose
another game to a team from Los
Angeles. The Pac-lO is starting to
show that the Trojans aren’t the
only team on the West C'oast
worth watching.
Third, to me is a question that is
going to be answered very soon —
how good of a coach is C'arroll?
He was outcoached in the title
game last year in a 41-38 loss to
Texas. He has barely won gaines
this season that were expected to
be blowouts. With C7regon, C?al,
Notre Dame and UC'LA still wait
ing on the schedule, he will be
lucky to escape this season with
only three losses.
Hottom line is, USC'’s run is
coming to an end and everyone
else in the country couldn’t be
happier.

N o. 14 Boise State rips
Fresno State, 45-21
The slum ping Bulldogs were
outgained 4 74-199 in yards
from scrimmage.
Tim Booth
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Jared Zabransky threw with effi
ciency, Ian Johnson found the end
zone twice and No. 14 Hoise State
dominated Fresno State on a
national stage Wednesday night.
Zabransky passed for 180 yards
and three touchdowns, Johnson
rushed for 136 yards and the
Hroncos routed the Hulldogs 45-21.
Overshadowed much of the sea
son by Johnson — the national
leader in touchdowns — Zabransky
directed the Hroncos (0-0, 5-0
WAC3) to scores on three consecu
tive possessions in the first half. He
also led scoring drives the first two
times Hoise State had the ball in the
second half.

Take away a kneel-down on the
last play of the first half, and Hoise
State reached the end zone on five
straight possessions, outscoring
Fresno State 35-0 during the
stretch. Zabransky completed 19 of
25 passes and added another 57
yards rushing.
The Hroncos were ranked 14th
in this week’s HCS standings, and
need to finish in the top 12 of the
final poll to become the second
team from a non-HCS conference
to land a berth in one of the bigmoney bowl games.
With representatives from the
Fiesta, Sugar and Orange bowls in
attendance, the Hroncos were over
powering for three quarters, then
Johnson finished off the Hulldogs
(1-7, 1-3) with an impressive final
drive.
Fresno State lost its seventh
straight since opening the season
with a 28-19 win over Nevada.
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Bibby ejected in Kings’ opening 92-83 loss
^

^

liibby picked up two technical
fouls at a critical juncture of the
fourth quarter and Minnesota’s
Kevin Ciarnett finished with 24
points and 12 rebounds to lift the
Timberwolves to a 92-H3 victory
Jon Krawczynski
over the Kings in both teams’ season
SSSOl lAIM) I’KtSs
opener Wednesday night.
Mike Hibby made an inspiring
Bibby was expected to miss the
return to the Sacramento Kings, first two weeks of the season with a
then a costly e.\it from the court.
mallet thumb — an injury in which
Sacramento’s Ron Artest had
16 points, 12 rebounds, seven
steals and four assists, but the
Kings lost their season opener.

R ork
Cro.ssword
ACROSS
1 Most like a
chimney sweep
9 Way up
15 Stomach
16 Lunchtime tryst,
informally
17 30- and
47-Down in
Polish
18 ...in Italian
19 Pick up
20 Activating
switches
22 T am such an
idiot'"
24 Actress Virna
25 Teased
mercilessly
29 Pot collection
31 Fictional pirate
35 Stars and
crosses
37 Oh very
funny!"
39 Pipe fitting
40 Felt but not
seen
41
in Danish

42 DuBose

Heyward novel
on which an
opera was
based
44 “__ War’
(Shatner novel)
45 “The Birds"

screenwriter
Hunter
47 Plants with
sword-shaped
leaves
48 March lasting
31 days?
50 Invite for
52 Poop
53 Shenanigan
55 The U.K's home
57 Alternative to
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Let out slowly
Actress Lena
Casual wear
1^
Got to
Mer filler
A Gospel writer
«.D 71
Many a
Facebook listee
It’s heartrending
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Alphabetizes,
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Women’s shoe
designer___
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style of play, the Mustangs will con
tinue with the run-and-gun, fullcourt press schemes Miinnaugh has
used since she took the helm for
the 1907-98 season.
“We’re a pressing team — that’s
never going to change,’’ Harrison
said. “We’re going to press the
entire game whether we’re up or
down. We’re going to try to run on
people, we’re going to be a high
scoring, up-tempo kind of team.’’
Eggleston agreed.
“1 see coach going probably 13,
maybe 14 deep,’’ Eggleston said.
“C'oach is looking at the best group
that works well together. Our 13
will beat the other team’s seven.”
It’s a style Harrison loves playing
m.
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Angiolini

13 Overseas
refusal
“___chic!"
Unpromising
Inti assn since
67
in Portuguese
1948
69 Implant deeply
25
“Something
to
70 Dope
Talk
About”
71 Dope
Singer. 1991
72 Ways to leave
Lessor, usually
in German
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a finger tendon becomes detached
from bone, preventing the finger
from fully extending. But new
Kings coach Eric Musselman said
Bibby’s wrist was actually causing
him more pain than the thumb, and
Kings’ leading scorer from a year
ago said he was good to go after
Wednesday morning’s shootaround.
Bibby had 16 points and five
assists.
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“ 1 love playing m that,” Harrison
said. “I think it’s so much fun to
outrun people and be more aggressiv'e and basically scare people. They
panic, make mistakes and it’s a lot of
fun to play that way.”
After a pair of exhibition* con
tests, the Mustangs officially open a
grueling nonconference schedule
Nov. 1 1 at Nevada before hosting
Bac-10 member Oregon State in a
crucial game Nov. 14. (,al Poly then
visits Santa Cdara, which reached
the NIT last year and is ranked No.
49
m
the
nation
by
(TJSSportsLine.com to begin the
season, on Nov. 17.
“1 would have preferred to get a
couple confidence-boosting (regu
lar-season)
games
in early,”
Mimiiaugh said. “We don’t have
that luxury. We’ve got some topnotch opponents.”
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the sartas m ay never
end on
mustangdcdy.net...
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And Political Advertisement
Pu//le by Steli.i Onily emf Bmrf Ven/ke

43 Part of the U S
campaign
season. Abbr
46 Publication that
coined the word
“sitcom"
47 See 30-Down
49 “Ah-oooo-ga'
horn
51 One getting into

hot water

54 Word on
overseas mail
56 Treat again, as
a sprain

63 Chin-up targets
briefly

57 Pink-slips

64 Singer Bnckell

58 Coupling
59 Emmynominalea
Hatcher
60 Coloring

65 Nonfictional
films for short

W e love our quality o f life and the
direction o f our community under
the continued leadership o f Mayor
Dave Romero.’’

62 They may need
massaging

68 Basic
education
familiarly
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HOMES FOR SALE

SHOUT OUTS

Research Candidates

$10-i-/hr. Babysitters & nannies
needed for local families.
FT/ PT/ On-Call. Register online:
SitterCafe.com

NEED A LOAN?
DON’T KNOW WHERE TO START?
CALL THE EXPERTS
1-877-681-5104
QUICK & RELIABLE SERVICE

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

Thanks a million to the members
of Alpha Chi Omega! Your
contribution on M.A.D.D.’ is so
appreciated by the senior citizens
of SLO! You guys are amazing!

Childcare Positions Available
Full and part-time positions for
Pre-School Director, After School
Leaders and Director, and Teen
Leaders are available for energetic
people who have experience
working with supervision, safety,
and well-being of children. Salary
DOE. Fax Resume to SLO YMCA
at (805) 540-5599.

Room Available •Luxury House
3 Rooms available in two story
house - 581 Stoneridge Rd. SLO
$850/ mo, pets OK
(805) 624-5177

Shout out to the big hearts of
Omega Xi Delta for helping out at
the senior home on M.A.D.D.!

Want to place an ad? 756-1143

Brand New MacBook Pro computer
still in box -1-4 year warranty!
Only $2450! Contact Bryan ASAP
(805) 234-2729

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Paio,
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 805-549-7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Part-time Salesperson
Patrick James
Retail Exp. Apply in person.
641 Higuera St. San Luis Obispo
Call (805) 549-9593
MODELS for Art. Beauty, and
Swimwear. See davidschoen.com
and call David at (805) 471-0875

Coding Job
Cutting-edge AJAX development
jobs available. Part time;
paid Senior project opportunities
available. jobs@iFixit.com
(URL available online)
Research Candidates
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. 805-549-7570

HOMES FOR SALE
Job Transfer Forces Sale
Built in 2005; 3BR-I-2BA home in
A. G. Single level; shows like a
model. Beautiful kitchen, dining
room, living room, 10 ft. ceilings.
Tile and carpet. All the latest
colors & style. $509,000.
Submit all offers. (805) 489-8800
(picture available online)

Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net

FOR SALE

TRAVEL
SKYDIVE T A R
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

Congrats Upsilon Pledge Class!
Keep working hard!
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS
Submit your’s by Tuesday!
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

LOST AND FOUND
Lost 256mb maroon PNY
flashdrive. Please contact
Jacob (559) 799-3691
FOUND: Sunglasses in Bldg 13
Call 909-633-8022
FOUND: Amanda's Ford Keys
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE

M u s t a n g D aily

Sports

Sports Editor: Tristui Aial • miL^hiN{>(hilYsiK'irts(a^tiiailxotn
Assistant Sports Editor: Frank Stranzl
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Depth key for both Cal Poly
basketball teams in 2006-07
Though full o f experience, the
w om ens hoops squad may start three
freshmen Friday.
Tristan Aird
MUS1AN(, DAIIY

led C'al Poly last season in points (ll.S),
rebounds (6.1) and steals (2.4).
“We have a good balance of returners and
new people,” Eggleston said.“ l like having a
lot of new people. It brings a new look to the
team. It’s a really ditVerent team than it’s been
in the past.”
After receiving first-team All-Pig West
honors last season, Eggleston was named to
the preseason all-conference team this year.
She is only 335 points .may this season from
becoming just the seventh phiyer in program
history to eclipse 1,0(10 points for a career.
“Jessica has alw.iys been a special athlete,”
Mimnaugh said. “She has become a very spe
cial basketball player. When we first recruited
her, there weren’t a lot of takers because her
ball-handling skills were lacking. She’s really
worked on making better decisions on the
court and made herself into a player who will
be considered for Pkiyer of the Year in the
Pig West.”
Mimnaugh added that Eggleston is one of
five players in the Pig West with a chance to
play in the WNPA or professionally overse.is.
“We’ll make sure we get some WNPA
scouts here to see (Eggleston),” Mimnaugh
said.
Another key returning pl.iyer is 5-2 senior
point guard Sparkle Anderson, who has
started the majority of games in the
backcourt since her freshman season
(2(Ml3-(i4), in which she averaged ‘>.‘>
points and 3.6 assists.
I ast season. Anderson averaged H.7
points. 4.1 assists and 2.6 steals.
“Sparkle is playing the best ball
she’s ever pl.iyed,” Mimnaugh said
of the team’s recent practices.
Alongside
Eggleston.
Anderson
and
Fields.
Mimnaugh said the project
ed starting lineup will be
rounded out by junior
guards Kyla Howell and
Toni Newman,
but nothing IS set
in stone.
“I’ve been tin
kering with it for
the last three weeks,”
Mimnaugh said of
the starting five.
Key reserves will
include Harrison,
sophomore guard
Lisa
McPride,
junior forward

he C'al Poly women’s basketball
team returns its top three scorers
from a year ago. but that doesn’t
necessarily mean the Mustangs will look the
same this season.
In fact, t'al Poly might start as many as
three of its si.x freshmen, head coach Faith
Mimnaugh said Wednesday.
“The coaching staff has talked about three
of them possibly starting for us come Friday,”
Mimnaugh said. “This is one of our best
recruiting classes ever.”
At the forefront of that recruiting class is
b-toot-l-inch freshman liria Fields, who can
play both for'vard spots.
“(Fields) has terrific size, an .iwesome post
presence and awesome hands,” Mimnaugh
said. “She needs work defensively still.”
Mimnaugh said not only is Fields going to
be counted on hcMvily her freshman season,
but she has the potential to become one of
the top players in program history.
“Fields is in time going to be a dou
ble-digit performer,” Mimnaugh said.
’’M.iybe in the 2<>s by the time she’s
done here m terms of scoring. We
teel like she’s someone who’s real
ly going to develop for us.”
Mimnaugh will get her first in
game look at the six freshmen
when the Mustangs host Division
II (\il State I os Angeles tor an
exhibition contest that will not
count toward either team’s record
at 4 p.ni. Frid.iy in Mott Gym.
C'al Poly is coming otfa 13-14
season in which it went 7-7 in
Hig West CAUiference pl.iy and
beat Pacific ‘>4-67 in the first
it)und of the conference tourna
ment before it exited with a 7363 quarterfinal loss to UC'
Riverside.
In the Mig West preseason
polls, C'al Poly was picked to
finish fifth among eight
teams by media and sev
enth by coaches.
That doesn’t faze
sophomore post player |
Megan Harrison, who
averaged ‘>.2 points and
N i c o l e
4.6 rebounds per game
Yarwasky and
last season. She was sec
the
five
ond on the Mustangs in
freshmen in
scoring average last year
addition to
despite starting only
Fields
—
seven games.
guards Ashlee Stewart.
“It’s basically a new
Shannon (iholar, ’Fainara
team,” Harrison said.
Wells, Rebecca Fratter and
“We have high expecta
Prittany Aspluiul.
tions because we have a
“We’re hoping that at least
bunch of talented fresh
rebounding-wise we’re going
men that came in. They
to
have
that
concern
bring speed and a posi
addressed with the recruit
tive attitude that we’ve
ment of Tratter, who’s a beast
needed in the past. It’s
on the boards,” Mimnaugh
just a fresh base.”
said. “Shannon (iholar can
At the core of the
shoot the three and drive to
returning players is
the basket.
Jessica
Eggleston,
SHEILA SOBCHIK Fli t moTO much like
who can play either
T a ni a r a
Senior small forward Jessica Elggleston led (ial Poly in
guard spot and her
points (11.8), rebounds (6.1) and steals (2.4) last year. Wells.”
natural position of
As
for
small forward. She
see Women, page 15
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The Mustangs return 84 percent o f
their scoring from last year.
Devan McClaine
.MUSIANC. DAIIY

games and averaged 5.2 points per contest.
Promley expects those numbers to rise this
year.
The biggest surprise tif Promley’s evaluation
of his team is the tact that he placed frontcourt
depth at the forefront of strengths for the 200607 team.
“We’re big and very' athletic up front,”
Promley said. “I’m looking forward to seeing
what we can do this year.”
This is news considering the Mustangs also
return sophomore guards Trae Clark (S.3 points
per game) and (diaz Thomas (7.7 ppg) in
addition to Whiten.
The biggest revelation in the fmntcourt could come in the form of
('oby Leavitt.
The 6-9 sopho
more missed a bit
of time with
injuries last year
but came on
:J<§:
i^ f
strong at season s
.
end.
Pmmley describes Leavitt as
young, athletic and very exciting.
“He’s someone who can
make plays above the rim,”
Promley said.“ He had five
blocks in a scrimmage
the other day.
I le’ll be fun to
watch.”
T h e
s i xt h- year
head coach

al Poly’s men’s basketball team was
recently picked fourth
by the media and,
sixth by co.iches in recent liigj
West (Conference prese.ison
polls.
Despite such humble rank
ings, the Mustangs have
high expectations for
the upcoming 2(M)607 season.
(Cal Poly finished
with a 10-1‘> overall
record while post
ing a 7-7 record in
conference play last
year.
M
However, there
are plenty of rea
\
sons to be opti
mistic.
For starters, the
Mustangs
are
returning S4 percent
of their scoring fmni the previous
year, the most in the conference.
It doesn’t hurt to h.ive leading scorer
Derek Stockalper back either. The 6-foot-5inch senior torwaril averageil 12.‘> points per
game last year and was named to All-Pig West
first team. I lead coach Kevin Proniley expects
to pl.iy Stockalper exclu
a l s o
sively at the small forSHFIU SOB( HIK Fill m o i o
stressed
waril and power forwanl
Junior shooting guard Dawin Whiten was
the fact that
positions, although he
second in scoring for (>al Poly last year.
the league is
did pl.iy some shooting
wide open right now,
gii.ird last year.
as opposed tt> the last couple t)f years, in which
“(SuK'kalper) can pl.iy the two, tha'e or
Pacific lus been dominant.
four,” Pmmley s.iid.“He’s a complete player.”
“(P.icific) lost a lot people,” Pmmley said.
Pmniley cited SttH'kalper’s post pl.iy in .uldition to his ability’ to shmit the ball as a conduit “There’s nobixly who iVally scams me this
year.
for matchup nightmaa*s.
I )espite the losses. Pmmley still voted the
“(SttK'kalper) pn.*sents a pmblem for most
teams because he can ptist nuwt threes up, but Tigers No. 1 in the poll out o f“sheer respect.”
Pmmley cited the need to carry momen
he’s quick enough to get an)und most fours,”
tum in order for the Mustangs to attain the
Promley’ said.
goal
of being at the top ot' the conference at
Returning with Sttxkalper is shtniting guaal
Dawin Whiten. The 6-3 senior led the the end of the year.
The Mustangs open the season Nov. 10
Mustangs in steals (26) and three-ptiint field
against
Southeast Louisiana at the Oregon
gtYals nude with 64.
Pmmley alsti expects big things fmm sopho State Tournament.
(^il Poly begins home play against Pig West
more pivot Titus Shelton. I )espite being a fa*shnian last year, the 6-7 forwaal pl.iyed in 17 fix* (^il State Fullerton on Nov. 20.
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Trojans falling o ff horse?
John Middlekauflf
SI'F( lAl r o l l ì i MUSIANO DAIIY

ain is usually a normal occurmnce
in Oregon, and even on a sunny
S.itualay afternoon in (Tirvallis,
Om., It still managt'd to pour.
On this day it wasn’t water falling from the
sky, though. It was Omgon State’s students
pouring onto the field to celebrate one of the
biggest victories in school history.
With OSU’s stunning 33-31 victory over
the US(' Trojans last SatuaLiy, it showed the
nation something that many of us almady
believed — US(! isn’t that good.
US('. used to be a team that looked like it
deserved to play on Sund,iys. Now the mality is

R

that all the players that made them so dominant
.ictually play tin Suixlays.
The Tmjans m.iy still h.ive some of the most
talented pLiyers in the nation on their mster, but
sometimes it’s impossible to mplace certain
individuals. They say schools like US(' don’t
rebuild, they reload, but htnv do you reload
thme Heisman Tmphy winners in four years?
You don’t!
US(' had been ranked in the top three in the
nation the entire year, but recently many start
ed to question its dominance. The Tmjans start
ed the season stmng with convincing w ins over
No. 12 Arkansas and Nebniska.Then they start
ed Pac-10 play where they had w’on 27 conSCClItlVC
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